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Social pedagogy and social work are fields that have been developing from the 19th century to the 

present in mutual interaction. Historically, they have set themselves the goal of striving for social well-

being through moral, educational, and social assistance to individuals, families, and communities. Over 

time, there has been a convergence, overlap, but also a departure from both disciplines in practice. 

This has led to efforts to define their field specificity and to define the theoretical and practical field of 

their realization. At present, the relationship between these disciplines is addressed differently in 

different countries, both in scientific research and academic discussions and in education and practice. 

In addition, both fields are evolving dynamically and, as a result of the necessary interdisciplinarity, 

sharing of scientific and working methods, as well as the overlap of target groups, are entering into 

intensified relations with each other. As in the past, they are now called for dialogue.  

How has their relationship developed historically? How are they currently interpreted? What does 

their mutual cooperation look like in practice? What common ideas are key to the dialogue between 

social pedagogy and social work? What are the future prospects for mutual dialogue? In the horizon 

of these questions, we welcome contributions aimed at:  

- dialogue of social pedagogy and social work 

- dialogue of traditions of social pedagogy and social work 

- paradigms of social pedagogy and social work and their interrelationships  

- current solutions of the relationship between social pedagogy and social work in theory or 

practice 

- inspiration of social pedagogy for social work and social work for social pedagogy  

- examples of good practice and cooperation of social pedagogy and social work  

- education of experts in social pedagogy and social work 

Important deadlines:  

Abstracts submission at editorsoced@utb.cz  September 15, 2022 

Full-texts submission November 15, 2022 
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The structure of the manuscript corresponds to the APA citation standard and the English language of 

the written text is preferred. The recommended maximum length of the articles is 45,000 characters, 

including spaces (all parts). 

 

Guidelines for authors can be found here. 
 

The journal is placed on the List of non-impact peer-reviewed journals published in the Czech Republic 

and indexed in ERIH PLUS database, ERA (Taylor & Francis), EBSCO, CEJSH, ProQuest, SSRN, DOAJ, 

ROAD, CEEOL, OAJI, SHERPA/RoMEO, Ulrich’s Periodicals Directory, Google Scholar, The Keepers 

Registry, ResearchGate, Academia.edu, Academic Resource Index, and SIS database. The medium-term 

goal is indexing in Scopus database and Thomson Reuters Emerging Sources Citation Index (ESCI).  

The journal provides DOI, Similarity Check and CrossMarks (CrossRef) for the reviewed papers. 
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